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SILVER CITY,
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1895.

silver dollar was the unit of value in the
coinage system of this country from
The Big Silver Debate Going on in 1792 to 1873, just as the yardstick was
the measure of length. That gold was
Chicago.
measured by this silver unit, and concurrent coinage given to it (gold). That
The Debaten State What Their Kipert to
silver and gold combined constituted the
Show to the People of the Country.
legal standard of value in this country
until 1873. That silver measured gold
No such "big talk" lias ever been and the two together measured all other
planned More, t 8 claimed, as the ten proierty.
days'
match between
"2. That the act of 1873 was surrepchosen reprcsensatives of opiwsing sides titiously passed.
on the money question, Rod well (J. Horr
"".That during the period from 1792
ami William H. Harvey, which opened to 1873
the mints were ojen to the unat Chicago on Tuesday of last week..
limited coinage of Iwth metals into priIt was aliout 2 o'clock in the afternoon mary or redemption money, and both
when the witty
from were treated as such. That during that
Michigan, now a resident of New York, period the people Jiad the right to have
and a sharp Colorado newspaper man, either metal coined into legal tender
now a resident of Chicago, signified to money, and that the option was with
the judges and select audience present the debtor to pay in the coins of either
by invitation at the Illinois club on metal.
Ashland avenue, that all was in readi"4. That this bimetallic system made
ness for the successive 10,000 word broadan unlimited demand for loth metals to
sides that, with three minute rests, were be
coined into money, .increased the deto last three hours a day for ten
mand for these metals, and so long as
successive days.
this law stood authorizing any one to
The judges were
General coin 371
grains of silver or 23
of the United States Charles II. Aldrich grains of gold into a dollar, there was no
and Hon. Henry Miller.
one willing to sell either for less than a
Horr spoke first. He said there was dollar.
hardly a proposition in "Coin's Finan"5. That the option to pay in either
cial School" to which he. could assent.
metal caused the cheaper of the two
He would attempt to prove that the themetals to lie used, and the transferred
ory therein set forth, if adopted by the demand from the 'dearer
to the cheaper
people of this country, would lead only metal
restored its relative commercial
lo financial ruin. Until international value. We are for
kith silver and gold.
agreement was established, it would be We are called silver men because we are
simply suicide for this nation to adopt defending the metal that has been dethe system of free coinage of silver upon monetized.
the old ratio. He relieved the act of
"6. That it is to the interest of the
1873, which Harvey's book denounced as
United Stales to act indeendently in
a crime, was honestly conceived and
the remonetization of silver at the ratio
openly passed. What the people needed
to gold of 16 to 1, without waiting for
was good credit, good money, good printhe action of any other nation. .
ciples and sound business sense.
"7. That monometallism consists in
Harvey, in his ocning statement,
the use of the dearer of the two metals
named the propositions set forth in
to the exclusion of the other as primary
"Coin's Fuancial School," which he exor redemption money. That monometpected to make good in this debate,
allism is an experiment on trial for the
chief of which is that it. is to the interest
first time in the history of the world,
of the United States to act independentand
the experiment began with the act
ly in the reinoiietizatiou of silver at 1(1
of 1873. That it is impracticable and
to 1.
impossible as a stable money measur-meHe said:
of values; is not based on scientific
"Í expect to make good in (his debate financial principles; is in the interest of
the following propositions:
the money lenders and against the in"1. That silver and gold are the terest of proHTty owners 'and laliorers.
t'H. That the gold unit, as a measure
inonev of the constitution. That, the
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values, with no concurrent coinage of
another metal to assist it in performing
the functions of primary money, has
caused a fall in prices as compared with
1872 when the world's prices of property
were measured in the money of both
metals. That all prices of property and
labor have declined according as compared with 1872, except when held up
relatively by increased demand or short
supply or combines or trusts, or by
special reasons affecting the particular
service or proierty. The average price
of all productions, except gold, will
show that this decline is adjusting itself
to the gold standard. That when we in- clude the lalor unemployed and the'
time lost by
there isa
fall in wages of one half as compared
with 1872. That labor is adjusting itself to the gold standard measurement

of

,

of values.

"9 That the decline in prices, covering a period of twenty-tw- o
years, has, as
a rule, made all classes of productive,
mercantile and manufacturing business
unprofitable. That a falling market,
covering this long poriod, lifts destroyed
the prospective profits based on the cost
of purchase and production, and the majority of the most astute business men
cannot, avoid failure or loss of capital
under these conditions.
"10 That it has worked hardship and
injury to debtors who, unconscious of
the cause that continuously reduced
prices of their property, have contracted
debts during these twenty-tw- o
years.
That this fall in prices causes the sacrifice of property to purchase dollars with
which to liquidate these debts. That
this has caused a renewal of debts; the
contraction of new debts to pay old debts,
and enlarged the volume of all debts.
That this unjustly takes from the debtor
his property and emphasizes the importance of stable money for the measurement of values.
"11. That in the end no one is benefitted by the fall in prices, but the money lender, the owner of money, and securities payable in money, and those with
fixed incomes.
'

That the foregoing facts and
conditions are produced by the change
in our money measurement of values,
and will impoverish the masses of the
people and by reason of the disturbance
it will prodme will lead to the overthrow
of the republic."
"12.
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Keitult of Free Wool.
Gallina Springs. J. E. Whitmore.
Crops here in fine condition. Grass all
Disasters to the wool market predicted
over this part of the Country fine and by republican protectionists when the
CoplouH KhIiih Reported From the Southern l'nrt of the Territory,
as far as I can learn within a radius of Wilson bill was passed are not coming
The past week has been very favorable forty miles. Some hail in this locality into being. The market is very active
for the growth of crops in general. Al but none here. Total rainfall for week at present and it promises to continue
most daily showers have occurred in 3.25 inches.
so for some time.
Las Cruces. New Mexico Agricultural
some instances very heavy. The south"Reports received from the leading
ern portion of the territory received College. The weather has been very ir markets of the country indicate that
abundant rainfall which was needed regular; the first two days it was clear there is no reaction in the upward movefor the stock ranges. The San Juan and hot and since the 9th it has been ment in the price of wool," says the
valley was favored with little rain and raining every day. Plants have made American Wool and Cotton Reporter.
in the southwestern part of the territory rank growth, corn begin ning to tassel and
"In the past week second week of
the rainfall was light, but nearly all every indication points to a good crop. July in numerous instances a further
other points were favored with an abun- The second crop of alfalfa is being in- advance of 1 cent per pound has been esdance. In some places considerable jured by too much rain. Total rainfall tablished, and it is safe to say that durdamage was done by the washing out of 2:45 inches.
ing the past fortnight there has been an
Las Vegas. Dr. F. H. Atkins. Fine average rise of 2 cents."
railroad track and irrigation diches and
flooding crops but this damage is not to growing weather; plenty moisture; crops
This report comes from a "protection"
be compared with the benefit the terri- all nourishing. Total rainfall 1.0") inches. journal. Continuing, the paper says in
Los Alamos. Win. Frank. A rainy the same article, a double-leadetory will receive from the copious rain.
ediThe heaviest rainfall reported for the week; crops are doing splendid. On the torial : "Our
record of new
eek was 3.77 inches at Ocate. The 10th, at 3 p. m., the lightning struck my mills constructed for the first half of 1895,
lower Rio Grande valley and lower Pecos store shattering crockery and glassware to which we devote considerable space
valley received an average of 2 to 3 into millions of fragments, luckily hurt- in this issue, makes a significant and
inches. All crops are in splendid con- ing no one.
gratifying showing. It furnishes conLos Lunas. R. Pohl. Wheat and vincing evidence that the 'clouds of dedition and the stock ranges are covered
'with excellent feed and the outlook very barley are lieing harvested and the yield pression have been giving way and that
favorable. The following extracts from of both is excellent in quality and quan a period of prosperity is developing in
a few of the reports received at this tity. Second crop of. alfalfa is being textile lines."
cut. Some damage has been dine bv
ollice will be found of interest.
The record referred to shows that "8
Albuquerque. M. Custer. Hailstorm water overflowing fields and desi roviug new woolen mills have been established
at 3 p. in., on the l.'tth, lasting a few diches. Grass on stock ranges in first or oroiected and started in the United
minutes, producing 0.11 of an inch of class condition. Total rainfall -- ,7 Slates this year as compared with 17 in
water. Total rainfall for week 2.88 oían inches.
the corresponding period of the last year
Monero.
D. W.
inch.
Caldwell. Crops of McKinleyism an increase of 100 per
Alma. Wm. French. Some thunder have made good progress during the cent.
showers and cloudy weather during the past week. The hay crop will be the
Free wool seems to be a good thing for
week have caused the stock ranges to best we have had for a number of years.
the woolen trade, for consumers and for
snow some improvement. Utlier crops Total rainfall, 0.94 of an inch.
the country generally. Republic.
H. M. Comer. The week has
Ocate.
are doing well. Rainfall 0.37 of an inch
Aztec Prof. II. II. Grillin. Clear been generally cool ami cloudy and rainy
Kxt'urHlon ItnteH.
and hot have been the prevailing condi with a total precipitin ion of 3.77 inches,
Between the dates of June 1st and
lions for the week. No detrimental yet the highest temperature recorded Septemler ÜOth.the Atehison.Topekaand
sell from
weather or storm i of any kind. Total here for several years was 88 on the 7th. Santa Fe Railroad Co., will
round trip tickets to various
City,
Silver
Nearly all tlw bridges on the streams
rainfall only 0.08 of an inch.
eastern ami northern points at greatly
Iiernalillo. Uro. Gabriel. A showery swept away and slight damage done to reduced rates, limited for return until
Ocloler31st, 1895.
week. Crops are looking line at present crops by washing.
Having recently shortened our time
Ranches of Taos. Alex. Gusdorf.
Total rainfall 0.98 of an inch.
from Silver City to eastern points, we
Cisnela. A. M. Holleuback. Nice cropi are looking as fine as could are now in position to place our patrons
steady showers most of the week except be expected. Wheat is commencing to in Kansas City, St. Louis, or Chicago,
Tuesday, which was a heavy rain head and promises a big crop. Rainfall, twelve hours ahead of any other line.
Our Eating Houses are unequaled, road- (iood crops are now assured. Plenty of 0.(7 of an inch.
Ih'iI smooth, and equipment modern.
C.
Rincón.
week of
II., Raitt.
good grass for stock and a line outlook
For further information regarding
for crop of hay. Fruit in line condition clouds and rainfall. Wheat damaged ra:es, limits, connections, etc. call upon
some, to what extent not known as yet, Mr. J. H. Mndge, Agent, Silver City, or
Total rainfall 2.79 inches
Eddy. '.leo. V. Lane. The week has but probably more then counterbalanced adilresH C. H. Morehouse, Division Passenger Agent, at El Paso, Texas.
been marked by high tcmperanires and by the benefit to corn anil range. River
frequent showers yielding 1.80 inches of has been very high, damaging railroad
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
precipitation. All crops are in splendid property, out is lower now.
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
Roswell.
Scott Truxton. Unusually Two
condition. The rain has retarded hay
Nations" or "Coin up to Date'' may
making. All canals, reservoirs and fine weather for growing crops, but al- lie obtained at Tun Kmm ollice free by
most daily rains, rocky for haying. Fruit
ditches full of water.
paying a year's subscription to Tun.
Englc. IÍ. J. Westervelt. Heavy plentiful. Ranges and stock in line con- Faiii.i! in advance. The Ixxiks sell at 25
rain afternoon of lltli washing out the ditio 1. Gr.m nevr Ivtter. Rainfall, (ruts each.
railroad track in many phw.es. All 0.73 of an inch.
Fruit Kiincli for Sitie.
water holes are well supplied and this! You can get a copy 01 Coin's FinanI offer my Fruit Ranch, situated on
with the start the grass has taken on the cial Scho.il free by paying a year's sub- the Mimbres, for sale. Fifteen hundred
IÍaoi.k in advance. bearing trees of (he finest varieties. For
range makes the outlook for ca'.tle the scription to Tun
Call at the office, leave your subscrip- further information apply to
Ik'sI for years. Rainfall for week 2.o8 tion and get a copy of the' greatest book
Mus. Mai d A. Fikmikk.
inches.
on the silver quesi ion ever published.
Silver City, N. M.

WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
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AN AWFUL FLOOD.
Buildings

Swept Away
Waters.

By

Angry

Immense I.okh of I'ruperty In the I5ltfi;et
Flood Kver Known In Silver City.
As the sun not last Sunday evening,
the sky was almost completely overcast
but t
appeared no indications of a
heavy rain. Towards dark the clouds
lieguu to hank up in the region of the
l'inos Altos mountains and in the gathering gloom a heavy rain could be
seen falling on the mountains. Soon
after S o'clock it began to rain here and
before 9 the rain was decending in torrents and the water began running
through the streets. The Hood gradually increased from the direction of
l'inos Altos until after 10 odock when
the Hood had reached its highest point
from that direction. The big Hood had
not yet come down
from
Hear
mountain but the streets were running
full of water. Alsrnt this time the biggest Hood ever known came down from
Chloride Flat. The water in 15 road way
and Yankie streets was from four to six
feet deep and the whole town south of
Yankie street was inundated in a few
moments. The water was four feet deep
in the Hroadway hotel and other buildings in that part of the city were as
badly Hooded as the Hroadway.
Hreakwaters were torn away by the
rushing water and in a few moments
not a vestige was left of massive stone
walls which had been built for the protection of property from the Hoods.
Adobe walls ennobled like egg shells.
A hole large enough to drive two teams
through abreast was broken in the wall
which encloses the Hroadway corral on
two cides. This wall was more than
eight feet high anil was more than two
feet thick at the bottom and of solid
masonry. This will give some idea of
the tcrriHc force of the torrent which
rushed through Yankie street between
10 ami 11 o'clock.
l'.efore midnight the Hood from Chloride had subsided and the Hood from
l'inos Altos had gone down considerably
when the region about Hear mountain
contributed its share to the devastating
Hood.
This Hood raised the water iu
l!ullard, Main ami Hudson sr.vets so
that it ran into nearly every house and
place of business on these streets in the
lower part of town.
J'eople watched with almost breathless suspense hoping that the waters
would soon subside, yet fearing that the
rain which was still falling in the mountains would still further augment the
Hood and that the entire business portion i f the town would be swept away,
liuildings hail been falling for nearly
two hours and the suspense was awful.
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The night was intensely dark and the
roar of the rushing water filled every
one with an unspeakable dread for what
might happen. 'ravemen wererushing
hither and thither rescuing women and
children from perilous places and in several instances the mad waters came near
overwhelming them and sweeping them
down to certain death.
Hocks weighing more than half a ton
were swept down in the Hood as though
they were cockle shells and hundreds of
feet of steel rails firmly bolted together
were carried down Hudson street. Tha
new switch which was put in by the
railroad company last week at the building which was leased for a station was
torn out and the rails were carried down
several hundred feet.
The big safe at the postollice, which
weighs more than a ton, was carried
down in the Hood and was found on Monday morning in the arroya several hundred feet below the postollice. The damage at the postollice was considerable.
ISaxter 1'ishop, whoo,vns the Postollice
Eniioniiin, sustained a loss of about
if Ij2ü0 on goods and fixtures.
The east
wall was also destroyed. Postmaster
Skelley says that there was no first class
mail lost, but there was some mail of
other classes washed away. The water
was about three feet deep in the postollice. P.elow the postollice is Morrill
hall and it was Hooded. The Hoor was
covered with mud to a depth of more
than a foot and the building was badly
damaged.
All of the buildings between the postollice and exchange saloon were Hooded;
the water Iteing from two to three feet
deep on the Honrs. The furniture in
Mayor Fleming's ollice was ruined and
many documents were spoiled. The
American Kitchen, next door was tilled
with rubbish as was the store of J. M.
Fritter ami Maiser Hrothers' barbershop.
The Hour of the Exchange saloon, being
considerably higher than those of the
other buildings on that side of the street,
there was little damage done to that
building.
Hetween the Exchange and the Pioneer corral, on the south side of Hroad-wathe damage was slight. The basement of Aaron Sehut.'s store was
Hooded with water and water came iu on
the floor of the store room but did little
damage. E. Itosenberg, the shoemaker,
and llorcnstein liroihers sustained
slight losses.
On the other side of Hroadway the
losses were much heavier.
While the
Hood was at its height a considerable
portion of the west wall of the Hroadway
hotel fell. Everything on the first Hoor
of the building was ruined. The ollice
of Drs. Williams A (iilbert had four
feet of water in it us did the law ollice of
lames S. Fielder. The ollice furniture
iu both these offices was ruined and the
y,

3

fine law library of Mr. Fielder was
soaked with water and covered with
mud. The furniture in the Pu'oadway
hotel kitchen and dining room went
swimming around in the water as did
also the furniture and fixtures in the
Parlor saloon in the same building.
Adolph AVitzel, who has rooms in the
Hroadway building on the east side had
just got his wile out of the building as
the big Hood from Chloride came down
and swept through the rooms.
His
household furniture was completely

ruined.
Mrs. O. L. Scott, who lives near the
corner of Yankie ami Texas streets, had
a narrow escape. When the Hood broke
through the wall of the Hroadway corral it came pouring into the back door
of her residence and she took refuge on'
top of some of the furniture. She was
rescued by H. If. Whitehill, but her
home is a complete wreck and her furniture tvas washed away.
Forakerit White, of the Hroadway corral
are heavy losers. Water ran over the entire corral to a depth of at least four feet,
doinggreatdamageto rigs and corral property. A. S. (oodell fared better. He
removed his horses to the Pioneer and the
Hood did but little damage to property
in the corral.
The residence of Mary Ann Dougherty,
which was occupied by ,1. U. Johnson,
was partially washed down ami the
furniture win completely ruined. The
residence of Fred. Shel ton, on the next
lot was Hooded and considerable damage
was sustained. Tun Eaoi.k olliceescaped
with the loss of the steps and walk iu
front and very slight damage to paper

inside.
All of the merchants on Hullard street
suffered more or less, (iillet ei Son are
the heaviest losers. Among the losses
which they sustained ere $.",000 worth
of cigars which were stored in the basement of the building. These were a
total los-- . They had a large quantity
of canned goods in
the basement,
but the damage to tlie-iconsists
mainly in the loss of the labels on the
cans. A car load of sugar was lost.
Max Schulz sustained (piite a loss on

clothing stored in the basement of his
building and Henry Rosenberg hud some
goods damaged in the basement of his
store. Water ran through all of the
stores on the west side of Hullard street
iH'tween P road way and Yankie street
except, that of II. 1. iilbert. Considerable damage was done in the stores of
M. W. N'eff and W. L. Jackson & Co.,
but there was little damage done in
the stores near the comer of Hullard and
Yankie. The heaviest damage on Hullard street north of Yankie, was sustained by W. C. Porterlield and M. K.
While. Mr. Porterlield hail a large
stock of drugs, a large part of which was
damaged by mud

and

wn'cv.

M.

K.

4
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"While had a big stock of grain in his
feed store and it was Imdly damaged by
water. One of the heaviest losers in
that part of town was 0. C. Ilinman
whose stoek of furniture was all more or
less damaged. The water in the store
was about three feet deep and it left the
store in very bad condition.

At the Tivniont house it looked for a
lime as though the entire building would
washed down and that all of the
people there would go down in the Hood.
The big raise came almost without warning and in a few minutes the entire first
floor of the hotel was covered lo a depth
of more than three feet with water.
The building U badly damaged mid the
loss on furniture on I ho fir.it ilo.ir is
heavy. The big Hood nine years ago
the last u( this, mouth was high enough
so that a li; .lo water came into the
oiliee of the Tremont, bat the Hood of
last Sunday i. ight was more than thtce
feet higher than the one in K8(. That
was the biggest Hood Silver City had
had for many years and all of the oil
iiihul.ita.il agreed that there never had
been but cue Hood here higher than the
one in lSSli.
The Hood quired into lmlh the Sentinel and Enterprise ollices and did considerable damage. The Thinner Liase
is a little too high l'..r the Hoods todo
much damage to the new par;, but the
rooms in the rear of the new building
which were once the Exchaug-.- hotel
were washed away. The lle.it, m house
which has resisted so many Hoods succumbed to this one and the old house is
in ruins.
For many years James Corlan has
looked complacently at the Hoods as
they we:.t down through the sireels oí
the city and his proper.y has m ver before been damaged to any considerable
extent. This time some of his small
a lobe buildings were
down and
his garden was ruined. His oiliee was
1

wa-he- d

also Hooded.

The Hood ran through the residence of
Ed Dickinson, doing considerable damage and the sheds and fence around the
old Co.micr lumber yard were completely washed away.
Dr. G. V. liaiiey's residence and store
were Hooded as were the buildings occupied by S. A. Alexander as a residence
and by Mrs. N'cweomb as a dressmaking
establishment. The loss on furniture
and household goods in the resilience of
S. A. Alexander was almost toial.
The residence of Mrs. 0. S. Warren
had more than a foot of water in it and
a portion of the fence was taken away.
Across the street the residence of M. E.
Derbyshire was Hooded with water and
the floors, were covered with mud.
J. .7. Kelly lost several hundred dollars worth of goods w hich were soaked
with water and ruined.
One of the oldest buildings on Main
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street, which in years past was occupied trains got to Whitewater on Monday and
by Dr. Kennon as an oiliee, was nearly the work of repairing the track is being
all washed away. The doctor had a col- pushed with all possible speed. Agent
lection of line books in the building and Kehner thinks that it will take more
they were all swept away by the flood. than a week to repair the track as there
Portions of the Elephant corral and are several bridges where considerable
1'owlee's blacksmith shop were carried work will have to be done by the pile
away ami a portion of the Ecksiine resi- driver. The loss to the railroad comdence went down in the flood.
pany is probably more than $20,000.
Many adobe buildings suffered from
The building which was temporarily
the ravages of the Hood. Some were en- occupied as a station, near the, Elephant
tirely washed away, others were left corral was flooded and the freight stored
panially standing while still others were therein was damaged considerably.
washed so badly as to render them dan- - Telegraph communication was complete- gcrous. An adobe residence which was ly cut off on Monday and vain efforts
occupied until last Friday by (. F. John-- 1 were made all day to get messages out.
son and wile and which was located near Yesterday morning the line was mien
the hide house was entirely washed and an oiliee was opened in the building
away. Had .Mr. Johnson and his wile below the bridge belonging to M.
lieenhiihe building at the time of the
Hood they could not have lieen sijved.
SHAKE f WE'RE
A small adobe building just south of the
hide house was completely washed away.
r.asements tinder nearly every building down town were flooded and in several
instances the ground became so soaked
with water that the buildings settled
considerably before the water could be
got out. All day Monday
Mexicans
were at work getting the water out of
...the basements under the stores of Max
IN-I- T
Schulz and i.Hllel t & Son and I h fore
night L. ('. Parker, who owns the build
ings occupied by C. C. Shoemaker, 11.1.
j,;fl(,
vl
(ulliert and J. J. McEwen, ha.l a steam ' UNIW Will V I V CI UUUllll , 1 VJi
111(1
pump at work pumping out water from LKlvAiM
LwA rV-tbasement under Shoemaker's store.! TIOX KRY. Fresll Ciliulv
The building j. i t, below the Tremo it
,
,
Ice Cf 0,1111
house which has lieen o.vui.icd for mane t'VC,T
year-- ' as a laundry
by Chinamen was all the time.
Call and see
pnriially washed dow.i and a side oí the
us. Next door to the exbuilding on r.roadway in which P. Carpress office.
rol had a shoe shop was wr.shed down.
Almost all of the wall a ron id the resc. c. v 1 1
idence formerly occupied by George
but which has
occupied for
some months by John' lliehardson, was
away and the water ran through
the house to a depth oí about three feet.
All of the wall around the property
owned by Nettie G. Simon, Mween
Main and Hudson streets, was washed
away as was also a portion of a small
adoltc building on the lots fronting on
Main street.
The rail.vad came in for its share of
the los. Tin- track from the round
house to the Thinner house was covered
in many places wiib sand and debris
and in o:her places was washed nut entirely, lie; ween the Thinner house and
the railroad bridge the earth was washed
out from under the !ra;-and ihe rails
hung suspended over the chasm. Just
WMIIHWL
this'side of the Van smelter more than a
hundred feet of the high embankment
was taken out entirely.
The railroad bridges lietween this C. H. FARGO 4 CÓ. mfri.
iwkit T. CHICAGO
place and Whitewater are gone and j For Sale by
more man uiree miles ot truck were entirely washed away. Two construction
,
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C.C. Shoemaker.
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L'remen and which will he used
as a railroad station.
Martin Mailer's hakery, on the corner
of Dullard and Yankie streets, was flooded with water. It is so situated that it
got the full foree of the water coming
down Yankie street and the- water was
higher in that building than any other
on that side of Dullard street.
Mr.
Maher also sustained quite a loss at his
residence in the tearing away of fences
and damage to the grounds.
At the Van smelter below town the
Hood came up so that the water put out
the fire in the boiler room and suspended
operations there. About 10 tons of concentrates and line copper ore were
washed away.
This loss amounts to

nearly $2,000.
Jt is dillicult to estimate the losses
which were sustained by the people of
this city by the flood. The damage to
household furniture is by no means
slight, and there are hundreds of articles which went down in the Hood of
which no account can ever bo taken.
The loss on buildings will run far up
into the thousands.
The Droadway
hotel building is practically worthless.
The loss would have been little greater
bad the building been destroyed by lire.
A number oí small buildings were as effectually obliterated as though they had
been torn down and removed. These
are, of course, total losses. A number
of adobes were so thoroughly soaked
with water that they are of little, if any,
value.
Stocks of merchandise were, in some
instances, badly damaged, while in others
the damage was but slight. In every
case the loss will fall on the owners of
the property, as such losses as these are
not. reached by insurance. A low estimate would place the damage at$l"0,000
and it may reach very considerably mure
than this in actual destruction of properly. The depreciation in values in the
flooded district will verv likely double
this amount.
The destruction of half the business
part of the toivn by tire would not have
fallen so heavily on the community as
this loss by water for there would have
been some remuneration for the losses
by the insurance companies.
Not the slightest of losses fell on the
Silver City Water company. The Hood
tore out mains in different places, breaking the heavy iron pipes, letting the
water in the reservoir entirely out in a
short time and leaving the city entirely
without a water supply. The pipcscould
have lieen repaired in a short time but
the Hood completely filled up the company's well at the pump house and it
will be several days before the well can
possibly be cleaned out so that water
can be again pumped into the reservoir.
Delow town the Hood washed out the
vegetable garden, took out the Lyons
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Campbell dam, destroyed the pipe

A letter pouch was sent out yester
day morning to Deming and it is ex
roya eight or ten feet deeper than it ever pected that there will bo mail from the
was before.
outside today.
For miles below town the valley was
Thousands of tons of sand were piled
stiewn with wreckage and on Monday
there were many Mexicans there pick- in the cross streets do,vn town by the
ing up such articles as they thought flood. The expense of removing this
were of any value and taking them off will be no small item.
People who came in from the country
on burros.
On Monday business was practically on Monday anil yesterday hardly knew
suspended and the day was devoted to the town. It did not take the Hood long
cleaning out business places in town and to very materially change the aspect of
pumping out basements which were the town.
filled with water. Many families moved
Five horses which were in the elefrom the low ground which was Hooded phant corral went down with the Hood,
the night lwfore to places which were and a horse belonging to A. Abraham.
more secure from the floods.
A team belonging to Foraker & White
Yesterday afternoon the buildings oc- went down in the Hood the same evencupied by M. AV. Xeff and Gillett & Son ing at Central.
iK'gan settling rapidly and it is quite
The railroad company may reconsider
probable that both of these buildings the
question of building the station
will go down or, at least, be rendered so
where it was before. The piece of track
unsafe that they cannot be occupied for
between the railroad bridge and the
some time, (lillett & Son commenced
round house is pretty expensive in the
removing goods yesterday morning from
matter of repairs.
the basement of the store and will not
Yesterday afternoon Mayor Fleming
occupy the building any more.
received
a telegram from New York
The work of repairing the postolliee
offering assistance if necessary for the
Monbuilding was commenced early on
flood last Sunday night.
day and the building will be in pretty sufferers by the
The telegram was from (uyulo Armeney
good shape in a few days. The other
buildings between the postoflice and the and authorized the mavor to draw on
line connection and washed out the ar-

Exchange saloon are in very bail shape him for $100.
and are hardly worth repairing.
Such a rain as fell last Sunday night
was never before heard of in this part
of the country.
Five inches of rain fell
between half past eight and half past
d
of the aver,
twelve or about
age annual rainfall here fell in the space
of four hours.
In some way the report got started
that the entire business part of the
town was swept away and that there had
been a large number of lives lost and the
first published accounts of the Hood in
the daily papers were very greatly ex
aggerated. This report was doubtless
started by sonic easily excited individual
who did not wait to ascertain the true
state of affairs before sending out to the
world this misrepresentation of facts. to go to Baxter Bishop's
The consequence of this was the recep- for an ice cold Soda, where
tion of numerous telegrams from all
also be found a fine
parts of the country inquiring as to the
Fruits, Confecsafety of residents of this place and facts stock of
concerning the destruction of property.
tionery, Cigars, Tobacco,
one-thir-

niar

part of last week was as hot as it
usually gels here in the summer. During
the day the heat was quite oppressive,
but at night it was not at all uneom- fortable.
All of the available teams in the city
have been busy since the flood moving
household goods ami stocks of merchan-dise't- o
places (if safety. Few people
who were in the Hooded part of town
last Sunday night appear to be
anxious to repeat their experience.
A

Stationery and

Notions

generally. Hooks and Periodicals of all kinds.
POSTOFFICH STORE.
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KILLING AT CARLISLE.

W.

Davenport SliootM Sig Welnl, Killing
1
in IiiKtiinlly.
Sig Weisl was shot anil instantly killed
in his store at Carlisle on Tuesday night
of last week. For several years Weisl
has kept a store at Carlisle and lie was
the postmaster at that place. He sold
liquor and it was there that people in
that section of country went for this
kind of merchandise.
On Tuesday evening a party of men,
including W. C. )avenport, had been
playing cards for the beer in a room not
far from the store. After they had been
playing for some time and were pretty
well tilled up with beer, Davenport went
to the store and ordered. a bill of goods.
While he was in the store Weisl said to
him that Mr. Hand ought to be ashamed
of himself to start such a noisy game
where it would disturb Mr. Loberg who
was very ill. This remark provoked a
torrent of abuse from Davenport and he
left the store, as he said, to get Mr.
Hand to settle the matter. He went
C.

1 1

from the store directly to the place
where he had been playing cards. He
walked up to V. E. Burtcher, put his
arm around him and took his Colt's híx
shooter from him. l?urtcher tried to
get the gun away from Davenport but
says that lie could not. Davenport
started for the store followed by Burtch-e- r.

15.

U,

sisting

of the following persons: James
T. Tong, A. 1?. Connor, Lige Connor, M.
M. Smith, It. T. Bailey
and Win.
Thomas. After hearing tho evidence,
the jury returned the following verdict:
"We, the jury, decide that Siginund
Weisl came to his death on Tuesday,
July Ifi, 1895, from a pistol shot from the
hands of W. C. Davenport."
According to the testimony of several
of the witnesses, who testilied in the
case before the coroner's jury, there had
been an ill feeling between the two men
for some time, in fact ever since Davenport went to Mexico without settling
his bill with Weisl.
After the killing Davenport left the
store and decided to come to Silver City
and give himself up. Justice Dawson
held no preliminary examination as
Davenport did not put in an appearance
at Carlisle after the shooting but issued
a commitment on the strength of th-testimony before the coroner's jury and
deputized A. W. Hand to take charge of
Davenport and deliver him to the sheriff.
On Wednesday morning Sheriff Shannon received a telegram from Carlisle in
regard to the killing and left immediately on the train. Deputy McAfee started
across the country the same day and met
Davenport and Hand coming in. Davenport was armed with a Winchester and
pistol, but gave them up to the officer
ami came in and was lodged in jail on
)

went to Carlisle and bought the stock of
goods owned by the Carlisle Gold comHe lost considerable money
pany.
there and was killed just as the camp
began to give promise of becoming one
of the leading camps of the territory.
As Davenport had not been arrested
on a warrant and had had no preliminary examination, a formal complaint
was made here by E. Wellington and a
warrant was issued upon which Davenport could be legally held in jail.
The damage done to growing crops in
the valley of the Mimbres by the flood
two weeks ago was greater than many
people suppose. Many of the Mexicans
in that part of the county had their
crops and vegetables in the narrow arroyas and the drainage from Jthe mountains came down through these arroyas
with terrific force, destroying everything
in the track of the Hoods.
The washouts on the Silver City and
Northern railroad delayed shipments of
iron ore for a number of days, but it is
expected that if there are no more floods
to prevent shipments, eight or ten car
loads of ore will he shipped daily from
that camp for some months to come.

Last week Baxter Bishop received a
handsome zinc lined case made especially for keeping cigars in this climate.
It.
is made on scientific principles and is
Friday afternoon.
calculated to keep cigars fresh for an
He considers that the shooting was
indefinite period.
perfectly justifiable and expects to get
Beports from different parts of the
clear of the charge of murder.
county
state that grass in starting niceSig Weisl has been a resident of this
part of the country for many years ami ly on most of the ranges. In some parts
was a man who was highly respected. of the county, ho.vever, there has not.
In the early days of Silver City he was a been enough rain yet to start the grass.
resident of this place and made money
Died, in this city on Wednesday, July
and friends here. Later he resided in 17, 1895, Hoy II. son of James and MinClifton, A. T.. but. several years ago he nie Dickinson, aged 4 months and 1 day.

Davenport entered the store with the
pistol in his hand and said to Weisl that
he would kill him if he got a gun. At
thia time Davenport was in the space
between the counters and Weisl was behind the counter. All of the witnesses
who saw the shooting testified at the
coroner's inquest that Davenport hail a
pistol in his hand all the time he was
talking to Weisl and two of them, V. E.
Burtcher and Charles Caven, testified
that Weisl raised his hand with a pistol
in it before Davenport shot, while E.
Wellington testilied that he did not see
Proprietor of tlio
a pistol in the hands of Weisl at any
time. Burtcher testified that Weisl had
his hands down behind the counter
while Davenport was talking to him and
that when he raised his hand with a pis5 te
tol in it, Davenport, shot him. Caven's
testimony was substantially the same as 4fl
that of Burtcher.
Wellington stated that ho saw no pistol in the hands of Weisl at any time, Al
)
but that he was not in a position to see fylCr $r
all that was going on and could not tesWill constantly keep on hand the choicest
tify positively as to whether Weisl had
a pistol in his hand or not at the time of
the shooting.
A. W. Hand heard the shot and came
down to the store ns soon as he could,
in
lie found Weisl lying liehind the counter and picked up a pistol there which Also a full line of FRUIT.
"Vn solicit your patronage.
lndonged to Weisl. A coroner's jury
was empaneled by Justice Dawson, con
BULLA RD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.

B. T. LINK,
i
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EAT"

ARKET

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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STORY. gathering and

found in the midst of the the fields.'
crowd this man Schlader. About him
"Not satisfied with this account the
were sick, lame and halt. To each in callers insisted on seeing the woman.
A Man Performing Miracles in Valenturn he went, took the hands of the in One was pointed out who was working
cia and Bernalillo Counties.
valid in his own for a few moments, hard at garden lalior, seemingly with
mumbled a few inarticulate words and little difficulty.
lie Ik Suld to Kent ore Sight to the Hllml passed to the next. Complementary to
"Andres Homero, one of the oldest
uikI to Ileal the Inllrniltlm of
strange
these
were wonderful and most prominent citizens of Peralta,
actions
the lioily.
stories of cures already effected.
was appealed to later for information as
"So incredible was the story that a to the previous condition of these two
The Albuquerque Democrat of last party of four left this city yesterday people.
Wednesday prints a story which is en morning at daybreak for Peralta, where
'I have known both for a great many
tirely without a parallel in the history of the 'Healer' or 'Saint Francisco' as years,' he said, 'and to my knowledge
the territory. It appears to lie entirely the man was called by the Mexicans, the man has not been able to see at all
incredible, yet the truth of it is attested was still said to be. After a drive of for two or three vears and the woman
by numbers of people. It is too long for over hfty miles lie was found not more has been unable to use either of her
reproduction in these columns, but the than ten miles from this city, practicing arms. The work of this man is somefollowing portion of the tale will give an his strange rites and surrounded by a thing inexplicable
and wonderful.
idea of what the man is said to be doing
large number of persons who anxiously There is something in his touch which
"Looking like an animated picture of awaited their turn to lie treated
seems to heal the sick. What you have
the Christ; credited with performing
"At Peralta was met the first of the heard of him is true to the letter. I
nets on a par with the miracles of the 'Healer's' patients, although on the cannot explain it myself; no one can;
son of Hod; in mien, demeanor and road there everyone asked seemed to yet we know some remakable cures have
kindliness copying after Ho who came know all about him and whither he had been effected. And for his work the
to earth to prepare a heavenly home gone. 1 Ins nrst patient, jesus iti. yes man will not take a cent. He dresses
for the inhabitants of the earth, Francis ques, was standing at his gate as the poorly but neatly and wears, I am led to
Schlader, w ho claims to have been until searchers drove up and w as asked if be lielieve clothes that have ken given
two years ago a shoemaker in Denver, knew where the man sought could be him.'
has set wild the Mexicans of the terri- found. He walked from the gate to the
"At the Sedillo home, where Schlader
tory just to the couth of this city. They road as nimble as a clear sighted man, stayed during eight days passed in Peralare hailing him as a social disciple, sent and w hile it is true he carried a cane, he ta, it was learned soon after his arrival
from heaven direct to give sight to the made no use of it. He commented upon that he pretended to take no' food. A
sightless, hearing to the blind, motion the size of the horses, the style of car watch was put upon him day and night
to the halt, and to relieve them of all the riage, the color to lie seen alxmt the and it is asserted that (luring tne eigm
diseases to which the flesh is heir.
turnout and seemed to take great delight days he remained there he ate no food
"The story of this man's doings seem in so doing.
and drank but a few swallows of water.
absolutely incredible and but for the
" 'For three years,' he said, 'I have Mr. Romero and others are willing to
fact that hundreds of people of Perna-lill- o ken totally blind, not king able to see swear no food passed his mouth during
and Valencia counties will take oath my hand before my face. I tried many those eight days.
that they are true no sane man would doctors and spent a grvat amount of
"Here were learned strange stories of
credit them for an instant. The conver money trying to recover my sight. The the arrival of the man. One has
sation of the man himself leads one to 'Healer' came and I went to him. He it that two Ixiys who were out upon
the belief that he is a maniac or a shrewd took my hands in his and said something a black mountain near Peralta came
sharper having behind his movements which I could not understand. Almost upon him at the summit, lying flat
some scheme that will soon come to the immediately I fell my sight coming back. upon his back with his hands raised tosurface; yet other of his acts force one My ejesight has been improving every ward heaven. Reside him was the
to abandon the theory of the sharper day and now, three days after I was small
tent, and kside that
and to fall back upon t lie theory of in- treated, I am able to see, as you may a couch. He arose at the approach of
sanity. There again a stumbling block observe. The 'Healer' used no medi the k)ys who were frightened, struck
is found for the tesimonv of many reli cine, in tact did nothing nut now my his tent and followed them into town.
able residents of t his neighborhood prove hand in his own.'
"Another story is that officials of
conclusively that some remarkable cures
"Further on down the road was found Valencia county, searching for men who
have leen effected.
the home owned by Juan Chavez y had escajH-- from the Los Lunas jail,
"Today he is followed by hundreds of Malina, and occupied by Silverio Mar- came upon him on the summit of the
Mexicans and Indians, who pray of him tin and his mother, Juliana Sedillo. mountain and led the way into the vilthat he touch their hands and cure them This had ken the 'Healer's' head- lage. Many persons there lielieve he
of their ailments. Representatives of quarters while in Peralta and in one dropped from the clouds."
the kst Mexican families are imploring room was found his staff, a piece of thin
him to enter their wagons or take their board about twelve feet long, sharpened
A Mail Agent's Experience.
horses and go with them to their homes at both ends and bound here and there
Louis D. Prenneeke, Wallhalla, S. C,
to cure those afflicted there. The man with wire and thongs of skin, and a had Rheumatism for fifteen years, and
goes, he says, whither his Master directs, small canvass tepee shaied tent. The during that time had never ken free
and for the services he performs he will women of the house also exhibited from pain. He tried the Hot Springs
proudly a pair of worn socks which they and physicians without knefit. After
take nothing, even a single cent.
taking two bottles of Druniniond's
"News of the commotion aroused by said the man left behind him. Silverio Lightning Remedy he wrote that he was
his doings reached Albuquerque Mon- told of a remarkable healing of his free from pain, and able to take several
day afternoon. A rancher who had lieen mother's paralysis of both arms which long walks. If you want a cure, send fi
to the Druiumond Medicine Co., 48
out upon the mesa hunting for Btray cat- had rendered her unable to move either Maiden Lane, New York, and they will
tle, saw in Terala, a Mexican village, a of them for a period of Bixteen years. ship to your express address two large
" 'This man simply touched her hands,' bottles one month's treatment. Agents
crowd of fully 500 people surrounding a
man. He investigated the cause of the he said, 'and today she is working nut in Wanted.
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standard in this country would do well
to take a few lessons from Mexican financiers. They have been following England long enough to see, if they can we
anything, that the English' policy brings
nothing Imt hard times. A change for
the worse is not possible, and it, is difficult to see why the adoption of free coinage in this country would not he as lene-ticito the business interests of the
United States as it has been to Mexico.
It is wortli trving at least.

lsitt.

ti()J
20

J'JIOfiPJiliOl'S MEXICO.
The gold bugs who have been holding
up Mexico as a frightful example of the
ful lacy of five and unlimited coinage of
silver will have to do some explaining to
thinking people who are posted as to the
actual state of affairs which exist in
that country.
The last Mexican papers are full of
news items concerning the erection of
factories, oi railroad externum, of the
development of mines and a general
state of activity all over the republic,
lict tor wages are being paid there than
have been paid for years and none of the
residents of that republic need go hungry for the want of employment.
The last report of President Kobinson,
of the Mexican Central railroad, is more
encouraging to t ne stockholders of that
company than the report of the president
of the most prosperous, of railroads in
this country. The company contemplates the construction of a large additional mileage in the immediate future
and the business of the line is eminently
satisfactory.
Within the, past few months the erection of large cotton factories lias been
Commenced and large quantities of goods,
hitherto imported from this country or
from Europe, will be manufactured in
Mexico and the money which would
otherwise be sent out to pay for these
goods will be retained in that country.
Mexico now has and has had the
unlimited coinage of silver ami is
a silver using country. Its
prosperity is due to this more than to
anything else. Its resources are limited
in comparison with the resources of this
country and the benefits which Mexico
derives from the unlimited coinage ol
silver are small in comparison with the
benefits which would be derived by this
country under a similar law in relation
to the coinage of silver.
Financial papers published in the City
of Mexico are full of accounts of new enterprises which are being undertaken
and predict increased prosperity in the
The advocates of the gold
future.

do this a great silver victory will be won
at the polls for silver.

Tiik flood of last Sunday night was the
strongest appeal which has ever been
made to the business men of this cily to
abandon the streets east of Ilullard street
and move to higher ground. During the
past twenty years there bave been a
number of floods which should have
been warning enough to the business
men of the city to make the move which
now seems to be a necessity. Some
years ago two or three of the leading
MÍSSOUfir DE.WCIIA 77?.
business men here seriously considered
The democratic state central
of the state of Missouri had a meet- - the plan of removing to higher ground,
at St. Louis last week at which it was but they feared that they would not be
decided by an almost unanimous vote to able to turn the business of the city
hold a state convention for the purpose from the streets which have been so long
of putting the democratic party of the the main business streets of the city.
Mud-so- n
state of Missouri on record on the finan- Since the railroad was constructed,
busihas
given
been
as
a
up
street
cial question.
The convention will be held on thefith ness street and several business houses
to stand
of August, at I'erlle Springs, and the on Main street were allowed
idle.
Now
to
be the
appears
there
representation will be the same as that
for
all of
abandoning
strongest
reason
in the last democratic convention in that
state which was held in May of lat that part of town east of l'.ullard street.
year. It will be a light Wlwoen the ad- The city has spent thousands of dollars
ministration democrats of the stale ami in he vain attempt to keep the streets
the silver democrats with the chances iii this pari of town in at least passable
very largely in favor of the silver men. condition. The money which has been
The democratic party has already expended in this direction would have
been put on record on thesilvcrquestion opened several streets farther . west and
,t
in several of the states anil so far it must 1""'u' '"em at least sate ami passame
1111,1
,he ''"""'
of the city,
be admitted that the silver men are far Mm,,H
ahead in the race. There can no lonuvr had they had their places of business on
be any doubt but that the majority of them, would not have sustained such
the democrats of the country are in favor enormous losses as they did in the flood
of the free and unlimited coi::aire of sil- of this week. Had the Hoods from Chlover at the ratio of MS to 1 and that with- ride, Tinos Altos and Hear mountain
out the assistance of any other nation on comedown at the same time, there
would not have been one brick left upon
earth.
It is coining to bo pretty well under- mother in the business part of this city
stood that there is no hope for silver if today, This Hood should be taken as a
so fortthe repulicans are to have the s dution warning. The next may not
unate.
of the silver question left to them. The
al

l.l.l

majority of the republicans in the country are in favor of the g old standard and
the western republicans who are in
favor of silver are well aware of the fact
that they cannot hope to dictate the policy of the party.
If the silver men can control the democratic national, convention next year,
and present indication are that they
will be able to do so, the silver question
will be solved soon after the assembling
of congress in December, 1807. The
thing to be feared is that the silver men
will weaken their fighting force by party
division, ft is hardlv to be exoected
that nil of the republicans who are in
favor of silver will vote for a free silver
democrat. Many of them will vote for
their party nominee, knowing him to be
opposed to silver, rather than vote for n
democrat and it may be that the populists will have a candidate in the field.
The only way to win the silver fight is
for the silver men to unite and vote for
a silver man forpresidei.t.
Should thev

...

ANoTiimtattempt has Wen made by the
1'iorregos, who were convicted some weeks
ng oí the murder of Francisco Chaves,

at Santa Fe, to escape from the jail in
which they are confined. They are kept
in irons and have Ihtii so kept since the
first attempt was made by them to escape from confinement. Sometime ago
a fellow prisoner supplied the P,or rogos
with two small files and a saw with
winch they nearly succeeded in cutting;
their shackles. Luckily i hey were detected in lime to prevent their escape
and they were supplied with new shackles, much to their disgust.
Tx years gone by the button gang at.
Santa Fe has been a factor in territorial
politics, but now that four of the members of the gang are under sentence of
death, it is quite probable that the members who are still out of jail will bo a
little more careful about pursuing th
methods which (hey have hitherto
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THE BROKEN HANKS.

Grant county iconic a in still wondering if the end of l lioso Peining and Silver City bank receiverships will ever
come.
Let'S see; about eight years,
isn't it, that thin matter lias been
drugged along? New .Mexican.
Not finite so liad as that. The hanks
failed February Ü, 1892, nearly three
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Do You Want a (iooil Kumli.
ard country, but we do not hear of
people down there voluntarily going
A first class ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
into elaverv.
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
Tiik fifth annual catalogue of the New mean business, Tiik Eao'i.k, Silver City,
Mexico College of Agriculture and Me- X. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
chanic Arts has been published. Last Write now for particulars.
year's attendance was 100, of which
number 2!) were in the college classes, 99
in the preparatory department and the
remainder in special departments. The
TEX CEXT STORE.
college shows a healthy growth, but it is
Prives in DRY GOODS and
in
department.
the preparatory
mainly
CLOTHING!
In time these preparatory students will
Special
I'.argains
in LADIES',
enter the college classes and then the
GENTS'
and
CHILDREN'S
larfour regular college classes will be
ger and the usefulness of the college will SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSbe increased.
WARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
Sinck tlie fort Marey military reservation has been turned over to the de- FOR CASH.
partment of the interior and the citizens
NO FUN ABOUT IT
of Santa Fe see that there is no possibi
lity that the post will be
E.
the people up there are making an effort
to have the reservation turned over to
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
I promise you faithfully.
the city. It, seems that the government
In the lonif run,
shall save hull' your money. Iiy liuviiiK
simply used the hind and that it was a you
your work ncatlv and promptly (lone to suit
portion of it grant which belongs to the yourself, at E. UosKMlKlili'S
Sliver I'll y. N. M.
city of Santa Fe. The land is quite valuable and would be quite an addition to
the assets of the ani'ierit citv.

and a half years ago and up to the present time the depositors have received
just forty jier cent, uf their deposits at
the time of the failure. The hist dividend was paid considerably more then a
year and a half ago and it is not believed that the prospects for further
dividends are very brillrtint. The com
of the currency assessed the stockholders in the bank here fifty percent, of
the amount of the stock, but it has turned
out that an assessment of a hundred per
cent, would not more than have paid the
depositors in full bv this time. Quite a
number of worthless judgments have
been obtained hut it is questionable
whether they could lie sold for enough
to pay the court costs in obtaining them,
to say nothing oí the attorney's fees.
The murmurs of the depositors have
reached Washington, but so far they
have been productive of no good residís.
The former president of the two banks is
working for his board in the territorial
hotel at Santa Fe and this fact is comforting to some of the losers in the
It is said by some of the leading reStage Leaves Silver City For
banks, but they still have to mourn the publican politicians that Renjaniin Harlo.--s
oí their nionev.
rison is not seeking the nomination for
Mogollón Every day Except Sunthe presidency next year at the hands of
Tiik silence of republican newspapers the republicans of the country, but his days at 8 a. m.
on the question of protection to the wool actions would seem to indicate that he
Ollice at Wells Fargo k Go's Ex-ireindustry is extremely eloquent. Since would not refuse to accept the nominaWool has been place on the free list, it tion should it be tendered to him.
Ofliee.
has advanced in price more than thirty
per cent, and the advance slillcontiniies.
None of the predictions as to disaster to
the sheep and wool interests which were
made by the republican press and republican orators have been brought
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixturee
ulmut by the removal of the tariff from etc. of Mr. J. A. Kennnis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue ths
wool. All of the eloquence of Morrison, business at the same place.
the great protectionist of New .Mexico,
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
who told the wool raisers of the territory
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
that the democrats would ruin them, was appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
worse than wasted. He was mistaken,
Very Trulv,
but there is no record of his having
ft.
the fact and he may be relied upon to sing the same song over
v
iv 'A
again during the next campaign.

BORENSTEIN BROS.

ROSENBERG,

Mogollón Stage Line.
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A KKi'oitT comes from Spring Valley,
Illinois, that several hundred miners in
that district have volunteered to enter
into slavery if guaranteed the necessaries of life. This is one of the fruits of
the present financial policy to which we
do not notice any o.f the advocates of the
gold standard pointing with any considerable degree of pride. They talk about
peonage inMcxieo and say that a frightful state of affairs exists thereon account
of the fact that Mexico is u silver stand- -
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sented: from this it would seem, there-for- as liearded men like the ancient Assyr
that both of these people acquired ians. The ruins of these cities still exist,
Le Plongeon devoted
Dr. Le rioiiReon'8 ltcuparclu'd In Mexico the art of writing from the same source, and to them Dr.
Hull Cent nil America.
or that one of them taught the art to the his chief attention. Review of Reviews.
r
In t he first place it was obviously ne- other.
If In 8etrch of a New SeiiHutlon,
Dr. Le Plongeon next turned his at
cessary to find, if possible, a key to the
effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
Try the
..
i
t
IT
Atl
hieroglyphic? in which the mural in- tention to the few known MSS. of the .wV
lorum
Mot. Springs, isew Mexico,
uwier
scriptions are written, and to the solu- Mayas which escaped destruction at the of baths may be had there, all especially
tion of this problem Dr. Le Plongeon hands of fanatical Bishop Lands, who beneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
directa all his efforts. For a time his accompanied the Spanish invaders. air of tiiis
resort is just the thing for
of
on
sheets
MSS.
written
are
These
attempts in this direction were futile,
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
and it was only after the most prolonged parchments prepared from deer skin in restful as New Mexico sunshine, especiand careful analysis of the characters the colored characters of an alphaliet ally when supplemented by such fine
service as is given at the Motel Montezuthat he at length stumbled upon a clew. which is supposed to have heen forma ma, reoH!iied
June 20. This famous inn
The discovery líame about in this way : luted after the invasion of the Na- - cannot be excelled anywhere in the
He happened to observe that certain hualts in the early centuries of the Southwest.
Round-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
signs carved on the walls of one of the Christian era. The Mayas are also
Springs from principal
Hot
Vegas
Las
of
species
a
paper
to
have
made
buildings closely resembled those of the known
Reached only over the Santa Fe
points.
ancient Egyptian alphabet, with which from the hark of the mulberry tree by a Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
he was familiar. This led him to seek process similar to that employed by the copy of "Iand of Sunshine, address U.
for further points of resemblance, which Egyptians in preparing the papyrus. Of T. Nicholson, U. P. A., Monadnock
Chicago.
he also found. The next step was to de- the extant MSS. the most important is building,
is
which
MS.,
Troano
known
as
the
that
of
inscriptions.
the
termine the language
D.
Knowing how excessively conservative in the British Museum. It is a very
ilh the
are the aborigines of Yucatan in all res- - ancient work, dealing mainly
BREEDER OF
IMPORTER AND
iH'cts, Dr. Le Plongeon inferred that subjects of neolo 'V and history. It is
probably the language spoken by them furnished with numerous illustrations
PURE ITALIAN BEES.
at the present dav might have at least This Dr. Le Plongeon has succeeded in
some allinit.v with that, of the mysterious translating, and from it we learn that
Also a full line of Apwritings on the walls. To satisfy him in ancient times the Peninsula of Yucaiary Supplies of l.eii hy
MTf t'o.. at their Trices.
self on this head he devoted himself to a tan was called "Mayax," meaning the
Amateur llee Hixik for
patient study of the living tongue as "first or primitive land." It gave its
V. Catalogue
lti'Klnncrs
Mayas
of
spoken by the fierce and warlike trills name to the whole empire
Kre.
known as the Quiches, who dwell amid which extended from Tehuanlec on the
Box 6, Satford.Ariz.
the fastness of the mountains in Guate north to the Isthmus of Darien on the
mala, and who have maintained their south, and thus comprised all these
constitute CenF.
independence against all invaders countries which
chief cities were
two
America.
The
tral
These trilies are the direct descendants
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
of the ancient Mayas, and, as Dr. Le Uxinal, which was the city of govern
which was the
Plongeon discovered, they have retained ment, and Chichin-Itza- ,
INSURANCE.
the ancient language of their ancestors great metropolis and the center of the
ancient Mava civilization, whither came
in almost is pristine purity.
Notary Vuni.ic.
of learning from all parts of the
This Maya language is one of the very men
of the Troano
Office at
oldest tongues known to us, quite as old world. In the illustrations
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
as Sanskrit, if not still more ancient, MS. some of these visitors are depicted
Bv riving to the mural characters the
tuiiimiilje
same phonetic value which they possess gmüüUüüümuumumiuiiuummuuummiiuum.n
in the language of the Quiches, the doe
tor found that they formed intelligible
words and phrases, and he quickly then
perceived that the language of the in
script ions was identical with that still
spoken by the aborigines. The con
Your orders for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles. Vehicles, Baby
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middlestruction of the entire alphaliet followed,
men's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
and with that key Dr. Le Plongeon has
one small profit above actual factory cost If you ere a money saver there
succeeded in fully deciphering these
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are olfcring 30 Uitfer-en- t
hitherto incomprehensible hieroglyphic.
stvle Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
The coniparsiou of the hieratic alphaliet
Those of the latter price being
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00.
of the Mayas with that of the ancient
equai to wheels sold by ascnts and dealers ut $'25.00. We show 150 dcsiiriis
Egyptians reveals a similitude which
all new paituMis, many
iu Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in thi
amounts practically to identity. Dr. Le
VEHICLE AND HARN'SS LINE, BHG'-ilES- .
CARRIAGES. PHAEPlongeon furthermore points out that
ROAO WAGONS. CA3T0, HARNESS, SADDLE3. ETO ,
TONS.
there'exHts a singularly close resemat price3 out of reach of competition.
blance lietween the grammatical forms
IN PIANOS A!D ORGANS we show an
and the syntax of the two tongues, many
endless variety, at ouly 10 per cent, above
of the words and characters have a preactual cost to build, hi writing for catalogues, state, which to send, aa we ha vea specisely similar meaning in the two lancial Catalogue f jc em U liu.:. AJdixss hi full
guages. Stranger still, theinitiál letters
CASH BUYERS' UNICN.
of the Maya names for the various obW.Vao Bureo St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
687.
jects which constitute the Egyptian
are the very letters so repre- - aimmnmTnnminíinmmnnnnnnmfímínTíTtynnmymTmTfTmTnimnnnímn
ANCIENT CIVILIZATION.

e,

W.

JEFFERSON,

ML
J
Wm.

y

Lorenz,

Post-offic- e.

Which
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(ovcrnor Prince's Dollar.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, of New
Mexico, being in New York city, for a
few (luya, a representative of the Mercury called on liim." "While for a number of years Gov. Prince han been in
New Mexico as chief justice and governor, and is prominent in western
matters, generally, yet he is equally
well known in New York, having been
for many years in the assembly and
.senate of that state, and especially remembered for his ellieient work in the
prosecution of the corrupt judges
Hernard, Carduza and McCrum in
1872, and in connection with the reforms in the constitution in 1875 and
the mercantile affairs of that city, lie
twice received formal votes of thanks
from the New York chamber of commerce.
(ov. Prince is a special student of the
financial question, and therefore of
course a strong binielallist, and it was
as to this subject that the Mercury representative approached him:
"I havn't a minute today, for I have
to go out of town, though I will lie glad,
some other time, to have a talk as to the
necessity for the restoration of honest
money. However, 1 can give you a little
point that will amuse you. You remember that a couple of months ago, there
was a discussion in Chicago as to what
was the unit of value under the original
coinage act of 1792, which embodied the
views of Washington, Hamilton and Jefferson. They made large bets on the
subject, some contending that the unit
was in silver and gold, and finally the
matter was referred at one of the clubs
to Judge Vincent, who rendered a decision which was no sooner made than it
was controverted.
The joke is this, that the good people
of Chicago never thought of looking at
the coin itself to see whether it said anything on the subject. Now here, here
are two silver dollars, one of 1705 and
one of 1802. On the obverse of each is
the word "Liberty" and the date, and
on the reverse, "United States oí America." Now look at the edge, where the
milling is placed on more modern coins.
What do you see? One dollar, or unit.
Hundred cents. If the Chicago brethren had only thought of going to the
coin itself as a witness, they would have
seen in a moment, that the silver dollar
was the unit by this direct statement
imprinted in its very substance.
You know the silver dollar never
varied in weight in the United Stales
from the foundation of the government
to the demonetization in 187:1, when it
was worth If 1.011 in gold dollars. When
the change in ratio was made in 18.11 it
was the gold coin that was altered, mt
the silver dollar. The latter was always
the immutable standard of value till
struck down by the monopolists who

'

JtflA'

2í

1895.

desired 'n dishonest, constantly increais-in- g
single standard, in 1873. When the
"unit" question conies up again just remember to look-a- t the coin itself."-- N ..
Y. Mercury.

11

spiritual naftire. This is the first camp
meeting ever held in southwestern New
Mexico, if we ex cept the tiswin parties
formerly held by the Apaches, and it
will, undoubtedly, be largely attended.
Lilx-ral- .

tVi-- 5

Station to' ho
e
The Santa Fe ollicials,
in on
a special train on Tuesday evening- of
last week, looked over the (rroumb and
lina! V ( eclded to have the station rfbuilt on the same site as that occupied'!
by the ol.l one. The erection of a build- -l
ingat some point more convenient to
the business part of the city was consul- ered, but no place could be found where
sullicient room could bo had for side
tracks. The contract for the erection of
a new building will be let immediately
and the new station will lie ready for
occupation in the early fall. The new
structure will be a considerable improvement over the old one.
For the present, and until the new
quarters can be occupied, the building
just south of the Elephant corral will be
occupied by the companv, this place
having been leased for a sudieient time
to llllflll' tin- i'fiiitrüi'tiirii tu i., ,1.11. 1, .t.. L..
new building. The work of putting in a
side track was commenced last Wednes- day and rooms were fitted up for freight,
ticket and telegraph olliccs.
Hie loss to the companv by the lire
was very slight as all of the buildings of

What

who-eam-

-

j

the company are insured. The princi
pal loss to the company was the baggage
and freight which the lire destroyed.

AilK You?

If you have sudden darting pains in
Í ,e. 0,1118 or.,. ,,,m; es' a"d 11 rmlr? every
col(,
tmlcyoll
n n(jW
:
nl,i,...u n .;ti.n..fi
.1.1
ones,
niiuub lutvvm nuy.' 01t uiu
the best thing to do this is to send live
,lt'llilrs to the Drunimond Medicine Co.,

IS

X.Sfdi

eatme'nl
Remedy for Rheumatism,
They will send you two large bottles of
.tllt,ir r.i'medy by return express. If you
..1
I... iiuuvi.
nl. ...... HYumumiH
hnun
vou imvf rim
iiinu wie
Rheumatism, and should begin at once
with the known cure. Delav with nnv
disease is dangerous with Rheumatism
it is simply suicidal. Agents Wanted.
Lightning

1

GUADALUPE

BOOT &

CUfC
'
fT D
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A

i

L

l

I

re,,ai,atly
PKO.MI'TXY DONE.
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MENDOZA,

i

Prices reasonable, ami
satisfaction Ktiaraiiteed.
Shop 011 Van klo Street.

E, E, GANDARA,

(OLI)

AND

SILVERSMITH.

Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Fimt Cainji Mi'etiiiK.
YaiilileSt. SllvcrClty. N. M.
The Rev. J. H. Angel informs the Lib- eral that next month, when the earth is
lighted up with the August moon, he will
open a camp meeting on the (Jila, some
miles aliove Duncan. The exact time
Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
and place will he announced later.
Promptly Repaired.
Presiding Elder Clayton, from AlbuKales lieasnnalile.
querque, and the Rev. Mr. Adams, of
Yunklu St. Silver Oily. N. M.
Cerrillos, have promised to lie present,
FLEMING CATTLE CO
and the attendance of other eminent
divines will be secured. There are fine
Range :
groves on and plenty water in the (iila,
Fleming and
MtV-'f&imil vicinity.
and the farmers in the neighborhood of
the grounds have abundant crops this
Postollice :
year, so the temporal wants of the atSilver Citv,
tendants will be easily cared for while
n: m.
the ministers will look after those of a
Tim

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

mm

The

CLARK- WHITSON--

.

LEITCH

MUSICCO.
PASO, WXAS,
hi San
Fi iincixru Si.
11!)

Everett
Piano.
ALBVQVKUQUE,
0:1

littllroad

X. M.,

Aie"t:

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos. TiuJa
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PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Mention of People You Do and Do
Not Know.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can
Head With Profit Ily All Our
Townspeople,

JSl!

Arthur Clnrk was in the city last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Malier's.
B. T. Link was on the
week.

sick

list last

See the Conk Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
J. M. Morris was here this week from
the Gila.
Rest Kansas patent Hour for sale at
Martin Malier's.
Harry Whitehill was in this city last
Saturday.
Don't read your neighbor's paper hut
subscribe for Tun Eahi.e.
Peter Harll came in from Tine ciénega
last Monday.

U,

1895.

Essie Abraham, who has been quite
I have just recived a new line of first
ill in California, is convalescent and is class stationery, notions, etc. Call at the
expected home soon.
Postofiice Emporium and examine. .
Mrs. James S. Fielder, who has lieen
out on the Mimbres visiting her parents,
returned last Saturday.
Miss Gertrude Scott, who has been
teaching school, came home last week to
remain until the first of September.
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
Store. To make room for new goods, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Miss Bella Gaddis, who has been to
Denver, returned last Sunday afternoon.
While in Denver she had an attack of
the grip.
A. J. Clark came up from Deining last
Sunday afternoon to at tend the meeting
of the board of county commissioners on
Monday.
If you haven't read "The Women
no did, you (1 better do so at once.
You can get it at Baxter Bishop's
Postotlice Emporium.
iV. H. Morehead was in the city last
Saturday. lie is engaged in the mining
of copper and says that he has out alxmt
twenty tons of ore.
O. C. llinnian has the sole atrencv for
this section for the America Refrigerator
the best made. Satisfaction uearanteed.
Rev. J. W. Sinnock is very ill. He
was taken to the hospital last Saturday
afternoon, but was brought back to the
parsonage on Monday.

Alva Mason was down from Pinos
Altos last Sunday, He says that the
Hood on Sunday night was the biggest
which has come down since 1807. At
that time he was a resident of Pinos
Altos.
Tomorrow afternoon we will print
visiting cards for the ladies. Call and
get fifty for fifty cents.
Services at the Episcopal church, as
usual, next Sunday, by the rector. All
are cordially invited.
Tho
I

roHtollU--

Store.

think It best
That you call and see

My flue new stock
Of eutleree,
With handles of pearl
And handles of horn,

The greatest of bargains
Since you were horn
And I'm finite sure

That you will feel
When you seo their polish.
Their blades of steel.

A biimaln you've ifiil,
Con Whitehill keeps line, fresh rand v.
And then I know
Next door to the express ollice.
Vmi will call ajiuin,
i liornas ('lark was in town last week
At the I'ostofllce Slo'.
from the Gila.
I have a full stock
Of cigars, pipes and tobacco
Ice cream every day at Con Whitehill
And everything Rood
next door to the express ollice.
To the best soda cracker.
Ed Head was in the city last week
The freshest of candles
And fruits from the tree.
from the Gila.
S. W. liurdick makes a specialty of
A full Hue of notions
Gasoline stoves.Ice cream freezers and Sunday dinners and sunpers at the Tini-me- r
And good statloneree
loultry nettings at Robinson's.
Of the Hnest linen.
house. The tables are supplied
And white as the suo'
Frank C. Bell was down from Pinos with the best in the market.
And everything In general
Altos last Saturday.
Mrs. M. J. Borden, territorial presi-leAt the Postotlice Slo'
of the W. C. T. U., will lecture in
Ed El rage was in the city last week
And so for the present
this city, on Thursday and Friday even
I'll not say more.
from the Mangas.
But call and examine
. .
ings of this week. Lectures will deal
i ..
t .unary ami Mocking bird cages the
The I'osl ollice Store.
only complete line in the city at Robin- - with temperance work.
nun n.
No Chinese help employed at the Tim- s
American cook
nier house. A
F. J. Davidson was here last
is in charge of the kitchen and the dinfrom Pines Altos.
ing room service is excellent.
wnta Patent Leather and Dongola
Miss Genevieve Potter has leased the NEWLY REFITTED and FURimnuiiig rumpH just received at Aaron
& Campbell residence aliove town
Lyons
scnutz g.
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
and
her
mother and sister arrived last
Fred Michael has gone to his home
in Lexington, North Carolina, for a visit. Friday afternoon from Kansas. They
Sample room In connection with the Hotel
will reside here permanently.
E. Wellington was in the city several
Fee Huh to and from Trains.
The latest styles of Ladies', Misses'
days last week from his place near Car- and
Childrens' Ties have just been re
lisle.
ceived at the Bank Building Bazaar, and
Brini; your iob work to The Kaíii.e f. will not 1h) sold at advanced prices, as
lice. It will bedone neatly, promptly and thev were bought liefore the rise. It
Proprietor.
wilt pay you to call and examine them.
i.
misoiianie rares.
IlrfMthvny.su ver City. X. M.
Aauon Sciiiitz.
J. A. Upton was here this week. He
Tuos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
came in to attend the commissioners' John Buockmax, Pres.
J. W. Caiithu, Cashier.
meeting.
nt

...

Broadway Hotel.

first-clas-

A.

ABRAHAM,

3539.

rhmk

of it! Ladies' slinners. in Ih.Hi
Opera and Common Sonse, at 60 cents a
pair at tlie Hank Building Bazaar.
Mrs.
. L. Jackson and Miss Mary
Agee nave returned from their trip to

Denver.

The

Site

City National

Bat

SILVER CITY, N. M.

CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
has been
Adrnnrcit made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
visiting in the Mogollons, returned last
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
Saturday evening.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.
Miss

Jet tie Gaddis,

who
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The Rincón Weekly reports that there

OF INTEREST.

Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.
of Rciulnltle raruicrapliit
Should Not he Overlooked
Ity Our Kenilem.

will he game in abundance in the vicinity of that place next fall.
It is said
Purely that there are millions of quail in the
Kio (irande valley within two or three
miles of Hincón.
Which

The first rain which fell here last week
came on .Saturday afternoon, üofore
this rain came up it began to look as
though the rainy season had taken tt vacation.

13

Some of the up country papers state
that a complaint has lteen made to the
governor that certain parties in the vicinity of Mule springs, in this county,
have assumed to control a tract of the
public domain sixteen miles square and
have refused to permit settlers to go on
the land. If such a state of affairs exist in this county the people living in
the section referred to are keeping very

Fruit, is coming in from the Mimbres
in large quantities and the most of it is quiet about it.
of excellent quality. There is no better
Sheriff Owen, of Navajo county, Arizo
fruit growing section in this country than na, arrived here last week and took
this part of New Mexico.
William Lawrence, who was recently

Alexander and F, M. Galloway
were in last week from their mine near
Tulluch's. There is not. water enough
in the camp now to supply the mill, hut
it is exacted that it will not I to long le- tore there will be plenty of water for
milling purposes.
S. A.

Have
You
Read

Coins

arrested near the tiila hot springs by
Deputy Sheriff McAfee, back with him.
Lawrence is wanted there for horse
stealing and is suspected of a murder
which was committed there last spring.
The woman who accompanied Lawrence
from Arizona and who related some pret- The sleek range in the southern part ty tough exorie:ices on the desert withof this coinity is in fine condition. South out food, relumed to Arizona on the
of the line of the Soiuhoni Pacific the some train with Lawrence.
heavy rains hae formed lakes of conThere i very little time before the
siderable size, some of them being sev- commencement of the next sesssoti of
eral miles in length. The cattle men the Normal school in which to get the
down there have no reason to complain. new building ready for occupation.
sells lor 25 cents, but
The
of American agricul- There promises to be a largely increased
puattendance
the
and
the
term
at
next
tural Colleges and experiment Millions
met at Denver hist. week.
The at- pils can not be accommodated in the may be had free by subtendance was good and the
was building which was used last year. That
a profitable one. Robert lliaok, oí this building was crowded with 'the 72 en
to THE EAGLE
oily, one of the members i.f regents of rolled pupils and it would be utterly im- scribers
the college at I.as Cruces, was in atten- possible to aecouimoilale the number
of pupils there who have already f igni-lie- d
dance.
who pay a year in advance
(heir intention of attendingthe comI'p at Las Vegas the city fathers have
ing school year. If the howls, could be
d
an ordinance requiring the owners
sold the new building t'nu'd be Comof bicycles to pay a license.
As owners
a few weeks, but nobody seems
pleted
of horses and carriages are obliged to
to be anxious to huv.
pay additional road tax, it is no more
than right thai owners of bicycles should
contribute their share toward the maintenance and repair of roads.
Had the city fire department leen
supplied with a thousand feet of hose
last week, the hiss of railroad property
by the tire would have been wry u.u.'h
los than it was. AYi'h a lhou.-i.n- d
hot
of hoe, colitiei lion could have 1m en made
with the hvd'M'it a; Milliard ic.tl .Niiiilt
streets and the lire could have l een easis now used
Our Model 1893 Shot-Gu- n
ily subdued.

maica
CflOO
It

pa.-ne-
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Winchester Repeating

Rifles

CVir4-nii- e

It will not lie many weeks until Carlisle will lie the liveliest camp in this

uy all llic uitjai itutaiti.t.u

i'ouiitv. Tiit properties there which
are under the management of Messrs.
upon
Child & I.ohorg have t!.oit-a::thou.-aniof tons of ore in siht which
will be taken out rapidly. A large number of men are at work there now and
more w ill be put on as occasion

and game shooters.

d

ASK

YOUR DEALER

Single
TO SHOW

Shot-Rifle-

YOU THIS

S

GUN.

and Rest in Reneatine Arms as well as all
by the
REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn.
e
Illustrated Catalogue.
Card with Tour Buitres for our

is Newest
r,tK!nfr
kinds of Ammunition are made
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WITH GIANT POWDER,
Narrow Escape of William E. Watson
From Death.

JULY 24, 1895.
for the woman bicyclist; in Tact7"u
seems hardly inclined to take her seriously at all. The sooner that she is
taken seriously, however, both by the
onlookers and by herself, the greater,
will be the chance of an improvement
in her costume.

ON A WHEEL..

WOMAN

She May llave a Good Time, Hut 8he Is
Mot a Thins of lieauty.

Bicycle riding for women may be a
joy forever, but it is not a thing of
The House In Which he. wnti Sleeping at beauty. If you're inclined to doubt
I'iiioH Altos Mown to J'iecen. a
this statement, says the New York
Evening Sun, just take a stroll up the
any line day, Sunday preboulevard
One of the moat dastardly ttttemjttH to
ferred. The Sabbath seems to appeal
w
commit niurder hich wan ever made particularly to the woman bicyclist.
in this part of the country was made at It isn't alone her
cosPinos Altos last Saturday morning ahout tume that violates ull your accepted
'.' o'clock.
At tliat hour many of the standards of the eternal fitness of
residents of Tinos Altos were aroused things; the very act and motion of profrom slinnher by a terrilie explosion pelling "the wheel" becomes an extraordinary feat when performed by a womwhich was caused" ly the setting off of a an.
It looks neither graceful nor eleijuantity of giant powder at the house gant, and this, too, no matter how- where William E. Watson was sleeping. slender and symmetrical of figure she
It was undoubtedly the intention of may be. Por that, though, there's no
the perpetrator of the deed to blow help. If women must indulge in bicyWatson to atoms and it is not at all cle riding, and if an awkward appearance is the inevitable penalty, then all
likely that he had any idea whatever that
that each individual may for herself:
death would not be instantanons. It is consider is whether the game is worth
believed that not less than ten sticks of the candle. Hut in the matter of suits
giant powder were use.l, from the force of there might surely be some improve-- !
the explosion. Tim explosive was placed ment. That the becoming and graceful
as close to the house as possible and in bicycle costume is yet to be invented is'
the immediate vicinity of Watson's bed. one of the strongest impressions resulting from a boulevard stroll. Now
Va!son was sleeping on two wool
and then you see a costume not conspicmat tresses ami the force of theexplosion uously dreadful, but the overwhelming
threw him against the ceiling with conmajority recall the artist's criticism
siderable force. The house was literally upon his pupil's latest picture. "That's
torn to pieces. Watson was dazed by not bad," said the artist. "No; it's not
the shock but soon recovered. His lirst bad, it's worse.'' It would seem as
though em-- style of bicycle suit had
impulse was to get his shot l'uii. but
its own peculiar diasd vantage. Bloomthat particular piece of personal property j ers, of course, entail masculine, not,
was not in a condition to be used. Me i to speak of feminine, disapprobu-- 1
tion. The short skirt is simplv in the
went out and told the story of the exploway and is little or no protection; the
sion from his point of view and the citizens of Pinos Altos were soon looking for long skirt gets still more in the way,
especially if it be full, while if scant
a clue to the perpetrator of the deed.
it shows off the figure most unfortun-- 1
Tracks were found leading from the res- ately.
A
iodiee spreads
idence of E. A. Kobhins to the house out like a sail and catches
the wind:
where Watson had been sleeping and a
bodice makes you wish
back again. This circumstance led to it were longer. Wheel women, too, dif- the conclusion that .Mr. Kobhins had fer as to just which stye of suit is best
adapted for riding. One of Philadel-- !
placed the powder in position and exphia's best bicyclists declares that the
ploded it. He was arrested and had a
only time she finds her long skirts in
preliminary examination on Saturday the way is when she dismounts her maafternoon before .Justice Lincoln. As chine to climb n hill. All stout women,
the evidence was purely circumstantial, if one may judge from the spectacle
the justice did not feel warranted in upon the boulevard, are in favor of
holding Hobbins for the grand jury and bloomers and the stouter the woman
the scanter the bloomers. Some riders
be was discharged from custody.
' This was not the lirst attempt to de- wear their Luster bonnets and new
spring capes when upon the bicycle
stroy human life with giant powder in just as they would when in a buggy;
Pinos Altos, a man mimed Murray havbut although they present a grateful
ing blown up one of his own children contrast to the bloonicred chaperones
there some three years ago. In i tint in- of the track, suv.li apparel has a certain
unfitness. Not the least interesting
stance the giant powder was placed in feature of
the boulevard show is the
the bed with the sleeping child.
spectators.
They gather thickly upon
Since the discharge of Uobbins there the sidewalk and gape for hours at the
has been advanced a theory that the rapidly revolving wheels before them.
same person is responsible for the two Most of the crowd are men, and it is
explosions, and that the right one has curious to watch the expression on
their faces when they catch sight of a
not yet' been found. Such a thing is woman bicyclist.
This expression is
possible but there are not many who always the same, only varying in deit.
gree. Bloomers bring out its superlaThe people oí Pinos Altos were roused tive qualities. It docs not under any
to a high pitch of excitement and for a circumstances, however, suggest especial respect, reven :ice or admiration
lime violence was feared.

MICROBES
(ierms Noiv

much-discusse- d

short-skirte-

to

DIGESTION.
Ho

Absolutely

Nec-eitsn-

to l'ronnr AHolmilation.
The ubiquitous microbe is known to
present two sides or phases to its charg
acter. One i.i that of a
organism, the other that of the
beneficent remover of decaying matter,
writes Dr. Andrew Wilson, and of actually assisting the animal body to
perforin certain of its ordinary vital
functions digestion,
To what
extent the animal may be dependent
on microbes for its actual welfare is an
open question, but, if certain researches
undertaken by Dr. J. Kijanizin, of the
("niversit v of Ivicif , are to be credited,
there may indeed exist a closer alliunce
between germs and their hosts than
ha i hitherto been deemed possible.
This investigator experimented upon
animals, feeding them on food which
has practically been stelilized, and giving them air which had been rendered
wholly germless. One result of this
regimen was to limit the assimilation
of nitrogenous matter; the idea here
being that the presence of microbes in
the digestive tract is necessary to effect this desirable end of nutrition.
The microbes left in the intestine, or
originally present there, no doubt accomplished much of the work; but the
conclusion is that the microbes received with the food constitute an essential feature of healthy assimilation. Death was not the uncommon
fate of many of the animals supplied
with the sterilized food and air. This
result may, perchance, arise from processes of
such as the microbes, naturally present in air and
food, obviate and prevent.
What seems specially interesting,
however, is the new analogy which Dr.
Kijunizin's experiments reveal between
the animal and the plant worlds. Certain plants can only assimilate nitro-- ,
gen through the action and aid of the
microbes which live in nodules on their
roots. In
these friendly
germs no
of nitrogen is
possible. Therefore the ease of the
plant would seem to be closely related
to that of the animal, if it be proved
that the nutrition of the latter cannot
proceed naturally without the aid of
the helpful microbes.
disease-producin-

to-wi- t.

'

long-skirte-

Sulci

AND

d

d

'

j
j
i
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Frigid DullneM I''ahlmialIe.
The order has gone forth that the
manners and customs of the Russian
court are to be remodeled on the English system. The said manners and
customs have always had more of barbaric splendor than of western refinement about them, but, although life
under the new regime will be much
more respectable, it will not be half so
amusing, and it will be interesting to
see now at. Petersburg society will
take to the change. As an example of
frigid dullness English court life would
be hard to beat.
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of whioh formed the foundation of the
mine. The demarkation is as sharp as
in a block of harlequin ice cream, and
the specimen on Dr. Day's desk is a sec-

Exhibís at the Cotton
tion of the drill core where it passed
States Exposition.

Geological
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ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

f

Iroin one deposit to the other.
Another feature of the exhibit will
To Be One of the Molt Interesting Minbe u completo collection of southern
eral Dltplaya Ever Made In This
gem ütones. Though it is not general
Country Some Unique
ly known, North Carolina produces alfeatures.
most every variety of precious stone in
greater or less quantities from diaDr. David T. Day, chief mineralogist mond;) to hiddenite, which is found no
of the United States geological survey, where else in the world. The largest
has been appointed by the Atlanta ex ory;it;.l of this verv rare stone, by the
V- position management to take charge of v::iy, i ; owned in Washington, and will
- ''
.r;vl'iiV-Vthe whole mineralogic exhibit in the probably bo secured to grace the At
mining building. The mineral exhibit lauta collection.
at the exposition promises, according
One of t'.io big diamonds of the world
to the Wi'shinirton Post, to be one of will also be shown there. It is the
the most interesting ever assembled in Co'.r.wdl, not the largest stone, though
Ki....
this country. While it may not be quite well v.; iu the front rank, being about
so large as that at the world's fair, it the r,i:',3 of a big hickory nut, but in
A Tale of Two Nations
will have many novel features that cryri.alune formation anil purity one
were wanting in that exhibit, and the of tlio very finest gems that has ever
by every
main collection will be assembled on a be a found. This stone is a product of should be read
systematic plan that will make it a tho Uu:ith AirL'an fields.
one who has read Coin's
very valuable object lesson to visitors.
All the foreign govnerments will be
Dr. Daj , in planning the exhibit, has invited to exhibit, and the wonder- Financial School.
been given larger powers than were ful Russian iron castings that were
The book can be obtained
held by the managers of the mining su Ai an attraction at the world's fair
buildiiig at the world's fair, and he has will probably be secured for Atlanta. free by any subscriber to
so far chosen to exercise it by calling The Russians excel in this class of
who pays a
upon exhibitors for certain materials work--, and what are undoubtedly the Tiik
collection
complete
systematic
the
to
most beautiful art castings in iron in year's subscription in adrather than to leave it to individuals the whole world come from a little Siwill open the
and companies to send what they berian furnace one hundred and eighty vance.
chose.
miles from a railroad. The work turned eyes of thousands who are
This plan is rather relished by the out by these workmen equals high-clas- s
exhibitors than otherwise, as it saves die work. These castings, if the ex unacquainted with the parthem the trouble of formulating a plan hibit is secured, will be made on the
ticulars concerning the deof their own for their particular ex- ground r.s souveniers.
hibit, while Dr. Day, from his personal
Returning to the native products of monetization of silver.
knowledge of the mineral resources of the south, there will be a classified ex
Send in your subscripthe country, is enabled to put his hand hibit of pet: oleum, shown with refer
on just the material he needs that can once to its geology, from the fields of
be furnished by the producers of the Kentucky and Tennessee, and from the tion today.
various sections. The great feature of better known and more fully developed
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
the systematic exhibit will be the ar- regions of U est v írginia.
rangement of mineral products from
S..lphnr from the recently discovered
THE
the Appalachian system, which really deposits in Louisiana will also be shown.
includes in greater or less quantities Tlito deposit is very remarkable in its
NEWS
MOUNTAIN
everything from gold and diamonds to locution, being underneath a bed of ROCKY
coal and milp'.iur.
quicksand. There is plenty of it there,
KHtahlHhed lHftf).
A number of special features of inter
and a novel method of mining it is now
est arc now being negotiated for. On being tried. Superheated steam is sent
Dr. Day's desk in the survey building down in pipes, and the melted sulphur
d
min is then pumped out to the surface.
is a slender shaft of
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
eral that looks almost na though it
The contribution of the geological
(IN ADVANCE.)
might be good to eat. This is a small survey to the exposition will be a col'
specimen of rock Kilt and potash salts umn of cuben representing the mineral
DAILY.
from the famous basufurt hods oi uer products of the south. Each cube will
'
mull
by
yenr,
One
important
many, which will form an
represent the amount of that mineral
J '"
mull
feature in the contemplated collection produced in one minute by the com- Six months by by
mull
months
and will bo of very general interest to bined southern mines. The base of the Three
Ono month by mull
the south.
$.50
column on this scale will be a cube of Sundny edition, (Id puKcs.) your
The potash salts are one of the chief southern coal fifty tons in weight.
Dully Editions Include the Mindiiy.
constituents of corn and tobacco fcrtu
Resides this the survey will contrib
izers that are used almost exclusively ute a classified collection of the mineral
WEEKLY.
in the southern states. Nearly all of products of the United States. In concomes
from
of
the
fertilizer
variety
this
nection with this there will be practical
f 1.00
Sassfurt mines of Germany, where the illustrations of the technical terms of One your, by mull, In udvanco
on
potash salt war, discovered by accident. mineralogy, such as "color," "streak," Suinple copies of either edition
The Sassfurt beds form one of the "luster," etc., thus enabling a novice
greatest roj'.: salt mines of the world to ground himself in the principles of
and havo been worked by the German mineralogy with a view to recognizing
Tho News Is tlio only consistent rhnmplnn
government for years. Some time ago any minerals of commercial value he of silver In tho west, und should be In every
deep drillings were made to ascertain may meet with on his own land.
homo In tho west, and In tho bunds of every
how deep the salt deposit extended.
The survey will also have a largo col- minor und business nmn In Now Mexico.
Far down below the surface it was lection of lithograph and relief maps, Send In your subscriptions at once.
found that the rock salt abruptly and a lithograph map press in
All coniniunlcntlons must )x' addressed to
.changed to potash salt, an immense bed
News Printing Co., Hew, Onto.
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PROFESSIONAL

B AIL

&

CARDS.

Otllchtt

Directory.

THE SUN.

KKDKKAI,.

ANCHETA.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Delegate to Congress
Thomas B. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
Secretary
Lorion Miller,
Spring streets.
Chief .lust Ice
Thomas Smith,
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
N.C.Collier,
)
II. B. Hamilton,
I AMES 8. FIELDER,
N. B. Laughlln,
Assix'lates
'
u. ii. isau,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
W. B. Walton, Clerk Third Judicial District
Office In Broadway Hotel,
Surveyor General
SILVER CITY
N. M, Charles V. Easley,
I!. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
U.S. District Attorney
J. B. HemmliiKway,
PICKETT.
II . S. urshal
L.
Edward
Hall,
ATTORNEY AT T AW
H. W. Loomis,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
SILVER CITY,
W.
N. M J.
Fleming.
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
.1. H Walker, Santa Fo
Register Land Office
II. IIARLLEE,
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Kec'v'r Land Olllce
A
John D. Bryan, Las Cruces Reg'r Land Olllce
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
District Attorney for Counties of Grant and J. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Kec'v'r L'd Office
Reg'r Land Olllce
Richard Young, Roswell
Sierra.
V. O. Cosgrove,
Roswell, Riw'v'r Land olHce
SILVER CITY
N. M. W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Office
H. C. Plckels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Office
JOHN M. GINN,
'l
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
TKHRITOIttAI,.
Will pract ice In all the Courts of the
.1. P. Victory,
Territory.
Solicitor General
.
SILVER CITY.
District attorney
N. m. .1. II. Crist. Santa Fe.
Young.
R. L.
Las Cruces.
T. IMIIT.T.Tl'M
T. N. Wilkersoii. Alh'uue.
A. 11. Harllee. Sliver City,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
"
"
II. M. Daugherty. Socorro,
Office at Bailey's drug Store. Rooms
at A.
"
"
A. Jones. Las Vegas,
Dr. Bailey's residence.
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
SILVER CITY
N. M Jose Segura.
Librarian
H. S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
E. II. Kcrgmnnn.SnpcrlnUMidcnt Penitentiary
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Geo.
Adjutant General
) A. M.
Samuel
Eldodt.
Treasurer
ll'SHver City Chapter. No. 8. at Masonic Marcelino
Garcia,
Auditor
Regular
Hall.
convocations on ad Wednes- Amado Chavez. Supt. of Schools
day evening of each month. All companions M. S.
Inspector
Oil
Coal
Hart.
Invited to attend.
E. CnsuiinvK. II. I'.
I'khkv B. Lady. Sec'y.
Will practice In nil the courts of tho territory. Office corner Texas and

...

HL.

The fimt of American Newxpaper,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

I

The American Constitution, the American
Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last,
and all the time, forever.
Dally, by mull.,

1

A

& A. M.

COURT OF PKIVATK I.ANI CLAIMS.

Sliver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets at Mason-I- c
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Just ice.
over Silver City Nat'l Bank, the
I hursday evening on
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Coor Fiefore the full moon
each month. All visiting hrothers Invited to lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of Nort h Carolina;
M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Hmd.
William
C. Kknnktt. W. M.
1'Kitnv It. Ladv. Sec'y.
Sluss. of Kansas.
Matt G. Reynolds.
of Missouri. United
States Attorney.
.
w.silverCitv (Chapter No. . O. E. S. Meets
...
every INLllllfi;UI
IlltwrlllV Iti ii.ijtlt
COUNTY.
mi. ii, ui.
miw. r.. i . r. AlliiKN. W. M.
Mus. Nki.i.y B. Ladv. Sec'y.
R. V. Newsham.
Prohate Judge
N. A. Bollch.
Treasurer
T O.O.F.
ProlmUi Clerk
It .las L. Rldgely Encampment No. 1. meets E. M.Young.
SherltT
Shannon,
1lie3daiid4tli Wednesdays of each mouth. Bavior
A. H. Laird.
Collector
isltlng patriarchs cordially invited.
T.
N.
Assessor
Ohilders.
A. E. Atkins, C. P. G. R. Kmwn.
Surveyor
.I..I. IvKl.l.Y, Scrllie.
.1. N. Upton.
Commissioner
A. J.Clark.
I O. O. F.
Commissioner
I I Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. Ill, meets at Odd Thomas Foster
Commissioner
l c lows Hall, liunk building.
School Superintendent
Thursday ev- B. T. Link,
enings. Mcmlicrsof the order cordially Invited to attend.
F. P. .Ionks.'N. G
CITY
Chaiii.ks (J. Hum, Sec'y.
W. Fleming,
Mayor
J.
T O. O. F.
J. W. Carter.
Treasurer
It Helen Lodge. No. T. Rels-kaDegree Wm. F. Loren.
Clerk
Meetings -- second and fourth Friday nights In Frank Wright.
Attorney
each month, at hall of I. S. Tlirany' Lodge No. C. L. Cant ley,
Marsluil
H Bank huildlug. Mhs.M.A.Chii.hkrs.N.G.
Hall,

$s.

The Weekly

II a year

The Sunday Sun
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
in the world.
Price 5c. a copy.

DoTsoN.See'y

LUMBAGO,
SCIATICA,

At Meets 3d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
A

E.

Whitr,

C.

DEBILITY, Etc.

CIIITNtUI.MKN.
M. K.

V. 1'. UANTI.KY,

Wm. Brahiu.

VilY BE SICK

C. C

White.
Martin Maher

O. V. W.

E. M. You no. Ilec.

Bennett,
R. L. Powel.

tit Mee ts on tlio 1st and Ikl Tuesday of each
month ri-uoworKinen cordially Itivlt-cd- .
J

LAME BACK,

IIOAHI) OF KHUCATION.

V OF P.

liiyitcd.
J.
I. J. SlIKIIIDAN. K. R& S.

$2 a year.

RHEUMATISM,

!

Pram,

By mail,

Address Til K Ht'N. New York.

I

Miss

a year

Dully and Sunday, by mall

c

A,

íl a year

i

KIHK l)KIA KTMKNT.

I'.

H.

Jas. (illicit,

Geo, It. Jones.

A.Skelly
('hlef
St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Post Olllce.
C. C. Whltclilll
K.
II.
Foreman.
Hose Co.
Office open dally except Sunday from a.m Stove Uhle
Foreman, J. V. F. Hose Co
to i p. in.
W. F. Lore nr. Foreman. Hook and LaddcrCo
Open Sundays from II to 0:40 a. m and one
hour after arrival of railway mail.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE
Money order department
cn dally except
RAILROAD TIME TABLE,
Sundays from 8 a. ni. to Hp. in.
Mail closes for Fort Bayard, Central. HanIn Effect June 9, 1898.
over. Georgetown and all railroad points dally at 0:35 a. in.
No. hod,
No. Kin.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all IntermediDKSTI NATION.
Arri ves.
Departs.
ate points at 8 a. in.. Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mall clines for Pinos Altos dally except
4:00 p. in.
0:51 a. in.
Silver City
Sundays at 4:1." p. in.
"
1:10
13:35 p. in.
Mail arrives from the east, west and south
Denilng
"
13:40
13:50
4
a. in.
daily at p. m.
11:4.1a. m.
Nu It
1:40 p. 111.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermedí"
10:10
1:30
"
Rincón
ale points at 7 a. m., Wednesdays. Fridays
"
8:05
"
5:lW
Las Vuees
and Sundays.
5:30 a. m.
Kl Paso
T:40 p. in.
Mail arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
A
Leave.
rrl ves.
Sundays 'it USUI a. in.
L. A. Skri.i.y. Postmastkii
John II. Miiinik. Agent.
L.

H

When a trifle will buy the greatest healing
invention of the (lay? Hr.Kanden's Electric

Belt In a complete body buttery for
and guaranteed, or money
refunded. It will cure without medicino
Itheumntlsni, Lumbago, Nclatlca, l.ame
Hack, Kidney and l.lver Complaints,
Nervous Debility, Weakness, Losses.
Drains and all effect of early tndlsrre
lion or excess. To weak men It Is the
Kreatest possible boon, as the mild,
soothing electric current la applied
direct to the nerve centers and Improvement are felt from the Unit hour used.
pocket edition of the celebrated electro
medical work,
A

"Three Classes of Men,"
Illustrated, la sent free, sealed, by mail upon
application. Every young;. middle-age- d
or old man guttering the slightest weakness
should read it. It will show an cany, sure-anspeedy way to regain strength and
health when everything- else lias failed.

d

-

The SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

Ke. M Nlxteenlh SL, Denver, oL
Also New York, Chicago & Itndon, Eug.
Largest

Electro-Medic-

Concern in the World I

